
Slavery has not been abolished in the US this is an undisputable fact. In the 13th Amendment of the United States Constitution, 
these 32 words hold an exception to slavery for those duly convicted. The result of this deliberate Act of white supremacy, 
capitalism, and colonialism is that slavery has remained legal within the United States Constitution. Even with the passing of the 
stupendous fraud that is the so-called Emancipation Proclamation it did not ensure the freedom of people of color and poor white 
people. Mass incarceration is a misnomer there are no laws that specifically refer to mass incarceration as a crime, however there 
are laws and amendments within our justice system that call it by name: slavery.

We must call it what it is a prison industrial slave complex used to exploit poor and brown communities for the capital gain of too 
few. Compounded institutional racism within the Banking and real estate industry, redlining and urban renewal the result is nothing 
less than absolute crimes against humanity, legal throughout our country's entire existence, to this day as you read this, you reside 
in a country that espouses freedom and bravery yet condones and profits off of slavery of the poor and the neglected. Not only is it 
legal at the Constitutional Federal level but also the constitutional state level with well over 20 states that have have pro-slavery 
language in those Constitutions.

I ask, I urge, I DEMAND that you be a part of history, join the modern day slavery abolitionist and abolish legal slavery.

What are you waiting for? Do this, now is the time, a better world is possible.

What is your part in it?
Point all of humanity towards a greater future today. 

breaking the law should not come with the possibility that you be exploited for your labor and subjected to inhumane conditions. 
People need to a chance to rehabilitate themselves. Our justice system as is does not meet these needs and only contribute to 
more crime.


